
(28 Aug 2023) Dr DY Patil Vidyapeeth - How to Build a Startup (Mini Workshop)

Section 1 - Event

Please provide your feedback for the workshop

Please Provide any other topics you wish to suggest for a future talk/ workshop?

Rating Scale: 1 Bad | 2 Well below average | 3 Below average | 4 Average | 5 Good | 6 Very Good | 7 Excellent

Category Avg ( Min, Max) Count

Overall Satisfaction with Event 6.73(6,7)23
Satisfaction with Content 6.43(5,7)23
Satisfaction with Speakers/mentors etc 6.78(6,7)23
Satisfaction with structure, design and pace of event 6.73(6,7)23
Satisfaction with food and beverages 6.13(5,7)23
Satisifaction with Demos 6.65(5,7)23

The workshop was really informative and would be helpful for us in our future endeavors.
I can think of many research projects that can be done with the facility at venture centre
It was great venture to accustomed with all the equipment the facility have and I like the concept of DIY in the Lab.
The two instruments we saw were demonstrated very well.
The workshop was very informative and wonderful with demonstration.
Informative
Workshop was well organized and informative.
This was good exposure to the faculties from medical background. This needs to be taken forward with more constructive
aspects such as proposal writing and scrutiny.
The Session was very Informative. Specially we got to know how and when our Idea can be supported from different grants,
by these support we can accelerate our Startup.
The workshop was well organized in terms of content. It actually provides entire overview of the incubation support which is
available for the startups. I always appreciate the efforts of the entire team Venture Centre and looking forward for more of
such workshops.

Prio art search and patent filing process
Want to know about health sciences scopes of research and development
Offline training workshop on IP rights
Hands on practice for Patent writing
Ayurveda... Drug development and cosmetology.
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
Marketing strategy and planning
Problem Identification and Ideation
It can be more define workshop for the Management Student as well as for the faculty.
Patent filing and procedures
Process of IP with its phases along with their pros & cons.
More information on spinoffs
Writing a grant for funding
Protocol Writing Workshop
I would like experts can talk on the machines with the students and also give them ideas that may facilitate them in thinking
towards new arena.
Prototype grant application
Workshop on grant writing
Proposal writing. Dos and Donts.
Business Plan for a New Startup
De-risking technology



If you have any other suggestions, comments, etc., please share them below.
Well equipped set-up
Thank you for your efforts in enriching us with this knowledge. Interactive session could have been for longer time if feasible
Plz enlightened me for charges for using the various facilities
New drug patenting and about how to go on in a online business.
If we can get workshop on prototype making separately
it was good we learnt new things.
We would like to have many more mentoring session from Venture Centre.


